In this paper we prove an exponential lower bound on the size of bounded-depth Frege proofs for the pigeonhole principle (PHP). We also obtain an~(log log rz)-depth lower bound for any polynomial-sized Frege proof of the pigeonhole principle.
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A major drawback of this lemma and related ones is that they only apply when there is very little dependency between variables. There are many graph-based problems where the dependency between variables is too great to apply H&tad's Lemma, and there is no known reduction from a known hard problem in ACO to one of these problems. One graph-based problem for which a H&stad-style switching lemma has been shown is that of deciding whether or not a graph contains a clique on a small number of nodes (Lynch [Ly] , Beame [Be] ). However, the restrictions needed in that case still have very limited dependency.
In this paper, we prove a new switching lemma which applies to restrictions for which there is a great deal of dependency, namely those that represent partial matchings. A key feature that makes this more difficult is that after our restrictions are applied, the converted formula is only equivalent to the original one for certain classes of assignments.
We use this switching lemma to obtain the main result of this paper-an exponential bound on the size of bounded-depth Frege proofs for the pigeonhole princi- The complexity of Frege proofs of the pigeonhole principle has been studied extensively by many people in the last 20 years, beginning with an early paper by Tseitin [T] . In 1985, Haken [Ha] Constant-depth lower bounds are related to the power of weak systems of arithmetic (see [PW] , [Bu] The main results of this paper were obtained independently, and first appeared in [PBIl, and [KPW] . In this paper, we will first state and prove the common switching lemma, and then present two different proofs of the exponential lower bound. In section 2, we give some preliminary definitions.
In Section 3, we state and prove the main combinatorial lemma.
We present the proof appearing in [PBI] ; an alternate proof can be found in [KPW] . In sections 4 and 5 we present the lower bound proof appearing in [PBI] , and in section 6, we present the lower bound proof appearing in [KPW] . There is an alternative experiment which can be used to obtain the same distribution on the variables. The probability space P; is the set of all pairs < r, S1 >, where~is a randomly chosen permutation from D1 into Do, and S1 is a subset of D1. The set S1 is chosen as follows. For each z c D1, choose z E SI with probability p and z @ S1 with probability 1 -p. Each p =< rr, S1 > Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Beame and Hbtad [BH] . Fix K~D. We start with the complete 1-1 tree for K. As noted above the paths of this tree correspond exactly to elements of ProjD [K] . Let Va be the leaf node corresponding to the path labelled by u c
PrOjD [K] . For each a, we replace the leaf node, v., by a subtree that is a 1-1 decision tree for~ta over D to. variable more likely to be unset, it cannot bias the total number of unset variables to be larger and this turns out to be sufficient for our purposes.
We obtain Lemma 3.2 from the somewhat stronger If pm~k, for p chosen at random from %?;,
Proof.
Let UO= U rl DO and U1 = U fl DI. We consider the choice of p~%?,: using the equivalent distribution P;.
Thus p is chosen by selecting a random permutation x : D1~Do and a set S1 c D1 of starred endpoints chosen by selecting elements of D1 independently with probability p. We split up the probability that p(U) = * into separate csses depending on the image T(U1 ) of U1
in Do.
If IT(U1 ) \ Uol = i then we divide the probability base on whether or not spare ( Given that spare(p) c U., the probability that p(U) = * is pk+i -1, otherwise it is Pk+i.
Thus if IT(U1) \ UOI = i we have a total probability
since pm~k and i s k.
There are (m~l) possible sets tT(UI), all of which are equally likely, and ('"'+:-k)
The proof is by downward induction on k. Induction
Step. Assume that the lemma holds for all map disjunctions with fewer maps than the map disjunction off.
We will write f as fl V fz V..., where each fi is a map off. We will analyze the probability by considering separately the cases in which p does or does not force the map fl to be O. The failure probability, the probability that 6(f lP) z s, is an average of the failure probabilities of these two cases. Thus 
We will first bound the latter term, (2), in each of these products.
Given that fl rP# O, the probability that x(~) = Y is equal to the probability that p(Y) = * A P(T \ Y) = 1. Thus term (2) 
Proof of Claim A. As in previous proofs, we will prove claim A by showing that [all < lY\. We further divide the above probability into sums according to the size of al to get: Lemma 2.1 that the above probability is no greater than
where the probability y is for a p chosen from %?:'. 'Now, if u = Y then f~is satisfied by u and f 1Pis the constant 1 and this probability is O < CP-21YI. Otherwise, u #Y, the map~j is falsified by a, so f' la has one fewer map than the original f that we started with. Furthermore, since Iul < 21YI and p(m -s) > r, p(rn -Ial -(s -21YI)) > r and we can apply the inductive hypothesis for D' and f'. It follows that the above quantity is no greater than Q?-zlyl.
Since the above calculation gives the same upper bound for term (3) for all values of u, we can pull this quantity outside the sum to obtain:
Now we will estimate the inner summation for a fixed value of i. As above, we replace the condition Given that #(p) = j, for a randomly chosen u the event p(u) = * is independent of F' lP= O. Thus the above probability is equal to where we have dropped the subscript on the probability in the second factor in each term since this probability only depends on p. We want to show that the probability that F' is forced Since for each fixed value of u~If, the probability that p(u) = * is the same, the above probability is equal For Y such that 21YI > s we cannot use the expansion in terms of (3) and (4) to estimate this probability. However in this case, since a~1 and 3p2n2~1, 2a'-21yl (3p2n2)lyl >1 so it still is an upper bound on this probability.
Plugging in the bounds we have for the terms (1) and (2) over D' in the following three steps. When P' is obtained by applying the conversion process to P with p, we say that P' is P converted by p.
(1) Apply p to each formula of P, obtaining PIP. The proof is by induction on d. Suppose that there were such a refutation, P, of PHPn in our system H, of size S, depth d, and height at most log S. Let t = 211410g S. Define A(n) = (n/256t)1i4.
If Ji is the i-fold composition of J with itself then it is easy to show that Ai (n)~n4-' /(256t)1j3. If S < exp(nf4-('+1) /12) then straightforward calculation shows that t <~Ad+l(n).
Because the system H is sound, and each map disjunction has mapsize 1, P is a refutation in H' which is (n., d, t, yo, S)-approximate, Proof. Let D be the domain of the formulas in Pi.
Since t s $A(ni) for any i < d, pi(ni -t) z t so we can apply the Switching Lemma, for p drawn at random from %?: to get our desired result. The probability that Pi converted by p does not result in new proof, Pi+l, where each map disjunction haa size at most t is at most 2 3f2.p12.
Since piSat where O < a < 8pi ni -A(ni)/n~we see that a is no greater than 1/2. It follows that since t = 21/4 log S, Sat is no greater than 1/6.
The expected number of stars after applying the restriction p is n~pi = J(ni Proof. We have
VrET36ES, tiUTGM
by the k-completeness of S and by IITI I + k < n, and so by. S~T it must be: % E T%? E S, t?~T.
To prove the lemma let h c H, r c T be such that h U r E M. Take 6' G S s.t. 6'~r. Hence also hUu'GMand thus h'~8'forsomeh' EH, by HaS.
We have h' G T as we wanted to establish. 
Proof. To see T(S(H))~T(H) let r c T(S(H)).
Thenh~6~~for some8ES(H), h. GH. So~G T(H) too.
To establish T(H)~T(S(H)) let r G T(H) and hr
for some h G H. Then, as in the proof of Lemma A, for some 6 6 S, 6~r. Hence h U 6 E M and, as
Ha S,h'~&for someh' GH. Sob'~6~T,i.e.
r c T(S(H)).
To see T(S) = T take H = {0}. Lemma C2. Let H,S, T~M, Ha SaT,llS[[+l < n, IITII + k < n, and let S be k-complete and let T be l-complete.
Then S(n) = S iff Z'(iY) = T. Assume that p(n -5s2) z 2 and t < p(n + 1). Then for random p G %?: the statement: "there is 2s-complete S~MP such that HP a S" holds with probability at least 1 -(64p4n3t)'.
For the choice of p = nc-l and t = s = nb such that 0<6< .$< $ and n sufficiently large this probability is at least 1 -2-n' even if we add the condition Ipl s n -~pn (using Chernoff inequality).
Proof. H can be viewed as a t-disjunction. Also, note that for any 1-1 decision tree T representing H 1P over D 1P, the maps defined by the paths of T is a hcomplete set S such that Hf' a S where k = 6(H tp).
Thus, by Lemma 3.2, with probability at least 1 -az', there exists a 2s-complete S~MP where a satisfies O < a~8p2n312t 112. Plugging in this term, we obtain the desired probability 1 -(64p4n3t)$.6
.2
The Lower Bound.
In this section, we will prove the following theorem. Proof. Proceed by induction.
(1) Suppose that a,~, a V~e r. Let i~A 7i resp. ;YB 7i
be the reduced forms of a resp. /3. Hence, using Lemma C3,
(w)usav(~H,i).
Ha,p = Sa,p U Hvi Now using Lemma C3 and using Lemma Cl twice we get (iG4 a, 
